From the Chairman’s Desk
Dear friends,
The last few months have been quite eventful.
Starting with the visit of the Saskatechewan
Trade Delegation under the leadership Honorable Premier Mr. Brad Wall, the Round Table
Meet of IPGA with the delegation, the uncertainty of import duty waiver on Chickpeas to the
Kharif Production and Rabi sowing and IPGA’s
Annual Meet….we have had our hands rather
full.
The Association, last year, decided to conduct a
crop survey and mandated GGN Research with
the responsibility. Since the Tuar harvest continued till the end of January and the final production numbers were expected in the first week
of February, we decided to hold back this issue
so that these numbers could be shared with you.
In this issue, we have included the final Kharif
Report (Sowing and Production) as well as the
Rabi (Post-Sowing) report. I am sure that this
will be of immense help to you.

Premier Wall, at the Round Table Meet announced that the Govt. Of Saskatechewan will
contribute USD 100,000 to IPGA’s efforts to
promote the consumption of Pulses during the
International Year of Pulses 2016 (IYOP 2016).
The Saskatechewan and IPGA delegations discussed a range of topics to ensure smooth trade
operations including the breakdown of rail networks in Canada which affected the exports.
The Hon’ble Premier assured the IPGA delegation that adequate measures had already been
initiated to implement a long term solution for
such problems.
IPGA’s Annual Meet held at Vashi was attended
by over 125 Patrons from Mumbai as well as
other parts of the country. Mr. Sudhir Tungar,
Secretary – APMC and Mr. D P Guha, West
Zone Head – FSSAI graced the occasion as special guests.
Last but not the least; IPGA is putting together
an exhaustive national plan to celebrate the International Year of Pulses 2016 and will look
forward to each and every one of you to contribute to the Association’s efforts. Our team will
be in touch with soon with the various options
of participation and I do hope that you shall
wholeheartedly extend your support to the Association.
I do hope you shall enjoy reading this issue of
PULSE INDIA and look forward to your comments and suggestions.
Thank you

Pravin Dongre
CHAIRMAN
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KHARIF CROP 2014 –15 HARVEST REPORT

TUAR

Tuar, Urad And Moong

Summary

¾¾

Sowing Summary

•

This year the arrival of monsoonal rains was delayed.

•

Total area under TUAR crop of India has declined by 8% over last year. As weather stayed
unfavourable for sowing till Mid July.

•

Sowing was delayed as rains begin to improve from mid-July and sowing started.

•

All the states are showing a net decline in planted area.

¾¾

Harvesting Summary

•

Weather becomes dry in Dec which provided favourable environment for crop maturation
and harvesting.

•

Harvesting has started and is continuing as weather is dry and soil is firm for machine
operations.

¾¾ Sowing time: Started from 2nd Week July and was majorly completed by 3rd week Aug.
¾¾ Harvesting time: Started from 3rd week of Dec and may complete by 3rd week of Jan.
All India Summary
¾¾Total

area under TUAR crop in India for
the year 2014 has decreased by 8% as
compared to previous year.

¾¾Early

Guesstimate of average yield for
the year 2014 has decreased by 17%
over last year.

¾¾Early Guesstimate of total production of
TUAR crop for India for the year 2014
has decreased by 24% as compared to
previous year.  
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URAD

ALL INDIA STATEWISE TUAR AREA YIELD & PRODUCTION
STATEWISE AREA,PRODUCTION & YIELD OF TUAR
STATE

Summary

AREA:-000’HECTARE ,PRODUCTION:-000’TONNES, YIELD:-KG./HECTARE
AREA
2013

AREA
2014

Change
in (%)

YIELD
2013

YIELD
2014

Change PROD.
in (%)
2013

PROD.
2014

Change
in (%)

Maharashtra

1096

1037

-5%

828

566

-32%

907.49

586.94

-35%

Karnataka

818

703

-14%

850

640

-25%

695.30

449.92

-35%

M.P.

532

521

-2%

780

820

5%

414.96

427.01

3%

A.P.

435

376

-14%

780

635

-19%

339.30

238.76

-30%

U. P.

349

320

-8%

690

730

6%

240.81

233.72

-3%

Others

624

606

-3%

725

650

-10%

452.40

393.90

-13%

All India

3854

3563

-8%

791

654

-17%

3050.3 2330.25

-24%

¾¾

Sowing Summary

•

This year the arrival of monsoonal rains was delayed.

•

Total area under Urad crop of India has declined by 5% over last year. As weather stayed
warm and dry till Mid July.

•

Rains continue to improve from mid-July and sowing continued till first week of August.  

•

All the states are showing a net decline in planted area only Madhya Pradesh and
Rajasthan is showing an increment over last year.

¾¾

Harvesting Summary

•

Monsoonal rains become extinct from 3rd week of
Sept from Central & western India.

•

Weather becomes warm & dry in Oct & Nov which
provided favourable environment for maturation.

•

Harvesting continues without any interruption in
Central & western India as weather was warm & dry.

•

Rains continued in Southern India due to which some
brief interruption harvesting occurred and also lead to
some quality decline of Urad crop.

¾¾Sowing time: Started from 2nd Week July and was majorly completed by 3rd week Aug.
¾¾Harvesting time: Started from late Sept and continued till 1st week of November.
All India Summary
¾¾Total area under Urad crop in India for the year 2014 has increased by 5% as compared to
previous year.

¾¾Average yield for the year 2014 has increased by 3%.
¾¾Estimated total production of Urad crop for India for the year 2014 has increased by 8% as
compared to previous year.  
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MOONG

ALL INDIA STATEWISE URAD AREA YIELD & PRODUCTION
State

STATEWISE AREA,PRODUCTION & YIELD OF Urad
AREA:-000’HECTARE ,PRODUCTION:-000’TONNES, YIELD:-KG./HECTARE
AREA
AREA Change YIELD YIELD Change PROD. PROD. Change
2013
2014
in (%)
2013
2014
in (%)
2013
2014
in (%)

Madhya
640.00 862.00
Pradesh
Uttar
577.00 561.00
Pradesh
Maharash330.00 256.00
tra
Rajasthan 157.00 179.00
Karnataka
84.00
60.00
A.P. &
38.00
29.00
Telangana
Others
561.00 553.00
Total
2387.00 2500.00

Summary

¾¾

Sowing Summary

•

This year the arrival of monsoonal rains was delayed.

•

Total Area under moong crop of India has declined by 13% over last year, as Weather stayed
warm and dry till Mid July.

-26%

•

71.60
25.50

1%
-33%

Rains continue to improve from mid-July but did not provide enough breaks, due to which
sowing intentions were difficult to achieve.

•

11.60

-28%

All the states are showing a net decline in planted area except Madhya Pradesh, Which is
showing a big jump over last year.

35%

275

410

49%

176.00

353.42

101%

-3%

400

360

-10%

230.80

201.96

-12%

-22%

566

540

-5%

186.78

138.24

14%
-29%

450
450

400
425

-11%
-6%

70.65
37.80

-24%

425

400

-6%

16.15

-1%
5%

408
397

403
410

-1%
3%

228.80 222.90
946.98 1025.22

-3%
8%

¾¾

Harvesting Summary

•

Monsoonal rains completely withdrew from 3rd week of
Sept from Central-Western India.

•

Weather became warm & dry in Oct & Nov which
provided favourable environment for maturation.

•

Harvesting continued without any interruption in
Central-Western India as weather was warm & dry.

•

Rains continued in Southern India due to which some brief
interruption in harvesting occurred and also lead to some quality decline
of Urad crop.

¾¾Sowing time: Started from 2nd Week July and was majorly completed by 3rd week Aug.
¾¾Harvesting time : Started from late Sept and continued till first week of November.
All India Moong Summary
¾¾Total area under Moong crop in India for the year 2014 has decreased by 13% as compared
to previous year.

¾¾Average yield for the year 2014 has decreased by 13%.
¾¾Estimated total production of Moong crop for India for the year 2014 has decreased by 25%
as compared to previous year.  
10
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ALL INDIA STATEWISE MOONG AREA YIELD & PRODUCTION
State
Rajasthan
Maharashtra
Karnataka
M.P.
A.P. & Telangana
Uttar Pradesh
Others
Total

12

RABI CROP 2014 –15 POST SOWING REPORT

STATEWISE AREA,PRODUCTION & YIELD OF Moong
AREA: ‘000 HECTARE, PRODUCTION: ‘000 TONNES, YIELD: KG./HECTARE
AREA AREA Change YIELD YIELD Change PROD.
PROD. Change
2013 2014 in (%)
2013
2014
in (%)
2013
2014
in (%)
926
850
-8%
525
425
-19%
486.15 361.25
-26%
448
319
-29%
600
550
-8%
268.80 175.45
-35%
298
244
-18%
550
475
-14%
163.90 115.90
-29%
112
163
46%
300
435
45%
33.60
70.91
111%
141

90

-36%

500

450

-10%

70.50

40.50

-43%

75
400
2400

64
355
2085

-15%
-11%
-13%

450
415
510

400
367
441

-11%
-12%
-13%

33.75
166.13
1222.83

25.60
130.13
919.73

-24%
-22%
-25%
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CHANA
¾¾

State wise Area covered under Chana with comparison to last year:

Observation:

STATE

AREA

YIELD
CROP
(In Reference to last year)

AREA SHARE

•

The general warm weather turned cooler with some light drizzles from mid Dec which was
beneficial for Chana crop.

M.P.

13% Lower

Same or better

Same or Lower

35%

•

From Mid Dec to End Jan weather has been cold with light drizzles all throughout which
has been a boon to crop and crop has responded well

RAJ

15% Lower

Same or better

Same or Lower

17%

MAH

15% Lower

Same or better

Same or Lower

16%

•

Cold weather is prevailing but till now the weather was not bitterly cold to hurt crop and no
major losses is visible.

KAR

5% Lower

Same or better

Same or Lower

11%

A.P.

19% Lower

Same or better

Same or Lower

6%

All India

13% Lower

Same or better

Down

•

Most of the crop is in key prodding and filling stage.

All India Chana Summary:
•

Chana area has overall declined in all states due to inadequate
water supply, lower prices and shift to cotton in south and
Maharashtra especially in Kharif.

•

The departure of monsoon was earlier than usual and so due to
below average rainfall there was poor planting conditions in Oct/Nov month as
soil moisture was not adequate resulting in increase in vacant land area.

•

Though on South there were rains in mid Nov which supported plantings but still the
planting intentions could not be achieved as the rains were considered little late.

•

Whereas in MP and Maharashtra weather was warm and dry in full Nov month due to which
the planting conditions were not proper.

State wise Area covered under Chana with comparison to last year:
STATE
Madhya Pradesh

14

CHANA AREA IN 000 HAC
AREA 2014
% CHANGE AREA 2015
3360
-13%
2925

GOVT
2885

Rajasthan

1675

-15%

1420

1497

Maharashtra

1650

-15%

1400

1046

Karnataka

980

-5%

930

940

Andhra Pradesh

580

-19%

470

402

Others

1392

-12%

1220

1331

All India

9637

-13%

8365

8101
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MASOOR
¾¾
•

State Wise Masoor Crop v/s Last Year:

Observation:

The general warm weather turned cooler with some light drizzles from mid Dec which was
beneficial for Masoor crop.

•

From Mid-Dec to End-Jan weather has been cold with light drizzles all throughout which
has been a boon to crop and crop has responded well.

•

Cold weather is prevailing but till now the weather was not
bitterly cold to hurt crop and no major losses is visible.

•

Most of the crop is in key flowering and prodding stage.

STATES

AREA

YIELD

CROP

AREA SHARE

(In Reference to last year)
M.P.

7% Down

Same or better

Same or Better

35%

U.P.

5% Down

Same or better

Same or Better

41%

All India

5% Down

Same or better

Same or Better

All India Masoor Summary:
•

Masoor area has overall declined due to inadequate water
supply, poor returns to farmers and shift to Wheat crop.

•

The departure of monsoon was earlier than usual and so due to below average rainfall there
was poor planting conditions in Oct/Nov month as soil moisture was not adequate resulting
in increase in vacant land area.

•

Last year there were higher crop losses due to cold & foggy weather conditions due to
which the returns were very unsatisfactory for farmers. This season, farmers sowing
intentions was also low.

•

There were rains in Late Dec & Early January which was beneficial for the Masoor crop.

State wise Area covered under Masoor with comparison to last year:
STATE

16

MASOOR AREA IN 000 HAC
AREA 2013-14

Change in (%) AREA 2014-15

GOVT

M.P.

546.00

-7%

510.10

513.00

U.P.

612.00

-5%

581.27

609.00

Others

342.00

-2%

335.00

357.00

All India

1500.00

-5%

1426.37

1479.00
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YELLOW PEAS
All India Yellow Peas Summary:
•

All India yellow peas area has increased over last year. Due to inadequate water supply,
farmers preferred yellow peas which require lower irrigation.

•

The increase in area is mainly in U.P. as there is a shift from wheat due to lower water
availability for irrigation.

•

There is a decline in Area of M.P due to poor sowing intention of farmers as last year there
were losses due to cold & foggy weather.

•

All the rain that fell in December/January month was beneficial for yellow peas.

State wise Area covered under Yellow Peas with comparison to last year:
Yellow Peas AREA IN 000 HAC
AREA
Change
AREA
2013-14
in (%)
2014-15

GOVT

Madhya
Pradesh

296.00

-4%

284.45

278.00

Uttar Pradesh

332.00

9%

360.90

394.00

Others

144.00

5%

151.00

160.00

All India

772.00

3%

796.35

832.00

STATE

State Wise Yellow Peas Crop v/s Last Year:
STATES
M.P.

20

YIELD
CROP
(In Reference to last year)

AREA

4% Down Same or Better Same or Better

U.P.

9% Up

Same or Better

Better

All India

3% Up

Same or Better

Better

Pulse India

AREA
SHARE
33%
47%

Strong Yellow Pea Demand Forecast
Brian Clancey
All eyes are on Rabi season pulse crops on
the Indian subcontinent. How much is
grown will have an impact on world trade in
2015 as well as the level of interest shown in
field peas, desi chickpeas, and red lentils.
As of the third week of December, India’s
agriculture department reported that
farmers had planted less pulses than at that
time last year. More significantly, while land
in gram or chickpeas was down, land in
other pulses was up.
This has caused countries like Australia,
which rely on India to consume their desi
chickpea crop, to become more hopeful of
strong demand through next year’s harvest.
Yellow pea exporters in Canada and the
United States are likewise hopeful that a
smaller gram crop will improve demand for
that class of pea.
Officially, Australia harvested just 435,000
metric tons of chickpeas this season. There
were little more than 2,000 metric tons of
chickpeas left at the end of the 2013-14
marketing campaign, which ended in
October, which means the current marketing
campaign started with the lowest available
supply of chickpeas since 2007.
Barring a major upward revision in estimated
production, exports need to fall far below
their recent average of 600,000 metric tons
per season. In recent years, shipments
ranged from a low of almost 465,000 metric
tons in 2009-10 to a high of 853,121 metric
22

tons during the 2012-13 marketing
campaign. On average, India has been the
most important buyer of Australian
chickpeas in recent years, accounting for
36% of all exports, followed by Bangladesh
at 27% and Pakistan at 18%.
Smaller desi chickpea pea crops in Australia
and reduced plantings on the Indian
subcontinent suggest there could be more
competition among buyers for the available
supplies. This should benefit yellow pea
producers in Canada and the United States.
But, half of all yellow peas expected to be
shipped during the 2014-15 marketing
campaign had already moved by the end of
October. Moreover, China has yet to fully
cover its needs for the first half of 2015.

Sales to China have been rising as the
country uses yellow peas in more food
products. This should continue in the
coming year as new pea fractionation plants
come on stream to manufacture pea isolates
for the food industry. Canadian yellow pea
shipments to China have jumped from
almost 562,000 metric tons in 2011-12 to
over 880,000 last season. However, opening
season shipments to China were down
235,000 metric tons over last year, reflecting
the fact that China bought more peas than
needed during the first half of the calendar
year. Those surpluses have been consumed
and importers have been looking to cover
needs for the first half of 2015. It is not
unreasonable to think that China may need
to buy 400,000 metric tons of peas for
shipment between January and June. That

demand will help maintain competition for
available supplies of peas at levels which
have the potential to result in higher
average prices than during the first half of
the current marketing year. This would be
especially true if reduced Rabi season pulse
plantings translate into improved demand
for product after January and February.
Supply and demand fundamentals seem
more favorable for yellow than green peas.
But, except for bleached and off-grade
product, it is hard to see how green peas
could become cheaper than yellow. That
should help yellow peas remain price
competitive against other pulses even in
the face of prospective increases in demand
from China and the Indian subcontinent.

Canada does not publish official production
figures for yellow and green peas. But,
unofficial government data pegs yellow pea
output at 2.68 million metric tons, down
20% from last year. By contrast, Canada’s
green pea harvest is up a third at 708,200
metric tons.
The available supply of yellow peas in
Canada is down 600,000 metric tons from
last season, which means it will be hard to
export more than 2.3 million metric tons
during the entire 2014-15 marketing year.
Significantly, shipments during the first
three months of the marketing year totalled
1.15 million metric tons or half of all yellow
peas expected to be sold this season.
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The Principles for Responsible Agricultural
Investment (PRAI) - A new policy initiative.
Dr. Bharat Kulkarni
With the global food crisis of 2008, the
countries realized the potential of
investment in agriculture and this provided
a big thrust to international investment in
Commercial agriculture. On one hand were
the investors, who looked at the potential of
business, and on the other hand were
countries that were looking up to this
investment a source to bridge the wide gap
in investment. Various studies have
indicated that investing in agriculture and
food systems is one of the most effective
ways of reducing hunger and poverty.
Unfortunately, it’s an irony that countries
that have food insecurity and poverty are
the regions where agricultural investment
has been stagnant or declining.  A significant
increase in investment in agriculture and
food systems is required to address the food
security and nutrition. Investment may not
solve food and nutrition insecurity and
poverty problems on their own, but it can
surely contribute to the creation of stronger
and more resilient communities, which can
benefit from other interventions.
The United Nations and other developmental
partners believe that such investment
results
in
multiplier
effects
for
complementary sectors, such as the service
or manufacturing industries; and results in
overall economic development. With this
principle in mind, the investment in
24

agriculture farming has surged, especially in
Africa. With 60% of world’s arable land in
Africa and more than 75% of population
dependent of small holder agriculture, this
has the potential of significantly affecting
the economy, both positively and negatively.
If the governance is weak, or the rights are
not well defined, or those affected lack
voice, the investment may result in a risk.
Not all are buying the idea of Farmland
investments. Some believe this is a land
grab that is moving fast. They allege that
contracts are getting signed, land is being
aggressively fenced off and local people are
getting kicked off their territories. It is
alleged that significant levels of land have
changed hands from farmers to corporates
and is continuing. This is used by several
countries, like Qatar, Saudi Arabia, South
Korea or China, who have developed
sovereign farms through investment, as a
Food security measure. Such investment,
many believe, are adding to the misery of
poor farmers in these food insecure
countries.
This is a potential flashpoint in the making,
unless sanctity is brought to the
proceedings. With this in mind, the members
of the Committee on World Food Security
(CFS), housed at the United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO),

Pulse India

requested
principles
which
would
specifically put food security and nutrition
at the forefront of promoting additional
investment in agriculture and food systems
to be laid down. The Inter-Agency Working
Group (IAWG) composed of FAO, UNCTAD
secretariat,
International
Fund
for
Agricultutral Development (IFAD) and the
World Bank, since 2009-2010, has been
working on developing the Principles for
Responsible Agricultural Investment that
Respect Rights, Livelihoods and Resources
(PRAI). The PRAI draw attention to rights
and livelihoods of rural populations and the
need for socially and environmentally
sustainable agricultural investments. These
principles should be referred to by the
governments while developing laws and
policies on agricultural investments.

the Voluntary Guidelines on the Right to
Food. The PRAI is a set of seven principles.
The Principles are:

Further, this was patronized by the G20 at
its Seoul Summit in November 2010, as part
of its multi-year action plan on development.
It encouraged: “all countries and companies
to uphold the Principles for Responsible
Agricultural Investment. We request UNCTAD,
the World Bank, IFAD, FAO and other
appropriate international organizations to
develop options for promoting responsible
investment in agriculture.”
Various aspects have been looked into like
the outcome of FDI in agriculture, impact of
various
international
commitments,
Voluntary Guidelines on the Responsible
Governance of Tenure of Land, Fisheries and
Forests in the Context of National Food
Security, the Equator Principles, the OECD
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and
Pulse India

Principle 1: Existing rights to land and
associated natural resources
are recognized and
respected.
Principle 2: Investments do not
jeopardize food security but
rather strengthen it.
Principle 3: Processes relating to
investment in agriculture
are transparent, monitored,
and ensure accountability
by all stakeholders, within a
proper business, legal, and
regulatory environment.
Principle 4: All those materially affected
are consulted, and
agreements from
consultations are recorded
and enforced.
Principle 5: Investors ensure that
projects respect the rule of
law, reflect industry best
practice, are viable
economically, and result in
durable shared value.
Principle 6: Investments generate
desirable social and
distributional impacts and do
not increase vulnerability.
25

Principle 7: Environmental impacts of a
project are quantified and
measures taken to
encourage sustainable
resource use, while
minimizing the risk/
magnitude of negative
impacts and mitigating
them.
Almost all types of investment in agriculture,
including between principal investors and
contract farmers are covered in these
principles. Further, the principles cover both
large and small holdings. These principles
are based on detailed research on the
nature, extent and impacts of private sector
investment and best practices in law and
policy. They are intended to distil the lessons
learned and provide a framework for
national
regulations,
international
investment agreements, global corporate
social
responsibility
initiatives,
and
individual investor contracts.

framework that all stakeholders can use
when
developing
national
policies,
programmes,
regulatory
frameworks,
corporate social responsibility programmes,
individual agreements and contracts. These
principles, for the first time represent that  
governments, the private sector, civil society
organizations, UN agencies, development
banks, foundations, research institutions
and academia have agreed on what
constitutes responsible investment in
agriculture and food systems that contribute
to food security and nutrition. Though the
ultimate impact is still not clear, it is believed
that this initiative will guide the countries
to keep the principle of food security and
poverty in forefront while developing an
investment promotion policy. Also, this will
bring in greater accountability on the
investors in the sector.

Way forward- The Committee on World
Food Security (CFS) is convening the
negotiation of the Principles for Responsible
Investment in Agriculture and Food Systems.
This negotiation happened in 2014 on the
first draft that went through a series of
consultation between September 2013 –
March 2014, on what should be added,
changed, and improved based on the Zero
Draft. Once agreed upon, the principles
were approved by the CFS in its 41st session
on 15th October 2014. These principles are
voluntary and non-binding, and provide a
26
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Major challenge for Indian Kabuli Chickpeas
Industry
Navneet Singh Chhabra
Abstract

Affect on Industry

Kabuli Chickpeas (Cicer Arietinum), a very
versatile legume, because of their high
protein content and nutrition values is an
important ingredient in day to day global
cuisine. India is one of the largest producer
& exporter of Kabuli Chickpeas with average
annual production of 450,000 – 550,000
tons of which 200,000 to 250,000 tons are
exported and the rest are consumed
domestically in India.

In the past 10 years Indian Kabuli Chickpeas
industry is booming & set a benchmark in
global demand and supply. Kabuli Chickpea
is the only legume that is allowed to be
exported from India and the Bean Beetle
has been posing an immense challenge for
the industry. If the exported cargo is infested
by the bean beetle, it has to be sold at huge
discounts, both in the domestic as well as
the international market. An estimated 40%
of crop is infested every year by weevils due
to storage & weather conditions, causing
losses of around USD 5 million.

However, a lot of care has to be taken to
protect Kabuli Chickpeas from attacks of
pests like the Bean Beetle Callosobruchus
Analis (fabricius) which cause quantity,
viability and nutrition losses.   Kabuli
Chickpeas pods are rarely infested in the
field. The bruchids attack nearly after 60-75
days of harvesting i.e. in the storage period.
The adult 2 – 3 mm long brown bruchids
with black spots on the elytra lay eggs on
the seed surface. The larvae of this species
feed and pupate exclusively on the seed of
legumes           (Fabaceae). One generation is
completed in 4-5 weeks duration. The round
exit hole and the white eggs on the pod
wall are clearly seen where the beetle is
pupating. The seeds in case of severe
infestation become completely hollow,
loose density and become unmarketable.
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The Bean Beetle is not easy to control and
fumigation can only provide temporary
resistance. What makes it even more difficult
is the fact that Kabuli Chickpea and the
beetle eggs are both in white colour and
therefore normal hand picking is not very
effective either. Sortex machines, too, are
not very uiseful. Only gravity separators are
affective to some extent but for highly
infested cargo which has lost density.

and therefore give enough time for the eggs
to pupate. The Kabuli Chickpeas are
normally exported in polypropylene bags
which are air resistant and does not allow
fumigants to reach the material packed
inside resulting in growth of beetles in
transit. This Bean Beetle issue is a primary
reason for importers being reluctant to buy
Indian produce from the month of June and
prefer to import form other origins.

As an integral part of the trade, it is our
responsibility to educate farmers, traders,
exporters and importers of the perils of the
Bean Beetle and the best possible way
control the damage caused by it. We also
need to advise importers to ensure that the
Kabuli Chickpeas they buy are packed in
jute bags and not polypropylene bags. Jute
bags allow for proper air circulation and
fumigation is also far more effective.

Control/ Treatment
While the beetle is difficult to control, the
damage caused by it can be minimized to
some extent by adapting the following
measures:
•

Storage of cargo in cool & dry place

•

Fumigations to be done on monthly basis
with Methyl Bromide by 32 Gram per
Cubic Meter, Aluminum Phosphide 18
Gram Per MT.

•

Storage of cargo in Jute Bags

•

Hand picking , use of gravity separator
time to time during storage

Marketing of infested cargo is more
challenging in exports than in domestic
markets because the transit time to Indian
markets is much smaller. Kabuli Chickpeas
that are exported have a longer transit time
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Unleash Your Business Potential with Small-size
Agri Commodity Futures
Pallavi Oak
The essence of the existence of commodity
derivatives markets cannot be better
realised under any other circumstances
than those prevailing at present. This is
especially
relevant
for
agricultural
commodities, prices of which are
undergoing rapid adjustments, in the wake
of increased liberalization, urbanization and
changing regulatory as well as climatic
conditions. The consequent increase in
price volatility, given strong forward and
backward linkages of agriculture sector
with others, has forced farmers, agroenterprises, traders, exporters in India to
adopt effective and sustainable strategies
and approaches to mitigate these price
risks.  
Commodity derivatives markets, serving
their dual functions of price discovery and
risk management, have emerged as a lifeline
for the market participants while enabling
them protect their enterprise value and
competitive advantage in the ever-changing
business environment.
However, compared to its potential, the
growth of commodity futures market in
India has remained a laggard. Many factors
have been responsible for lower rate of
participation; misconceptions, fear of
incurring windfall losses, and standardized
terms and rules of trading being the major
30

among others. Standard lot size of a future
contract, for example, many a times does
not match with commodity stakeholders’
requirements and restricts many of them
from participating in the futures market.
Small-size contracts, typically having a lot
size of one tonne (1 MT) or two tonnes (2
MT) as against the standard contract having
lot size of 10 tonnes (10 MT), are set to
overcome these limitations and open up a
number of opportunities for both small or
large, novice or experienced, traders in
terms of risk control, flexibility to trade and
effecient utilisation of resources.
The biggest advantages the small-size
contracts bring in is affordability. As against
the general perception that trading in
commodity derivatives has been a virtue of
big-pocket traders, small-size commodity
contracts enable those who can afford to
put in a few hundred to a couple of thousand
rupees to participate in commodity futures
market and reap the benefits of trading in
commodity derivatives in a cost effective
manner.
For instance, one can trade in small-size
contract of chana available on the NCDEX
platform, i.e., chana 2 MT worth Rs 66,500
per lot, by paying just Rs 3,325 per lot
towards the margin requirement instead of
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paying Rs 16,625 for trading in standardsize contract (of 10 MT) worth Rs 3,32,500
per lot. Thus, one gets the exposure to panIndia chana market by paying only one-fifth
of the margin money that one would have
paid while trading in standard-size chana
contract!
This means not only is the entry cost
reduced, but less capital is locked down into
one
particular
contract,
eventually,
minimising risk exposure and potential loss.
Hence, one can participate in the futures
market without being afraid of getting
completely wiped out by a single trade that
goes against him. Moreover, even if one
does not have years-long experience in
trading or investing in commodity futures,
he can get started in futures trading with
small-size contract in a far more economical
fashion and with lower risk environment.
One can manage to stay in the commodity
futures market, while he learns and gains
experience
and
develops
sound,
fundamental trading practices on his own.
For the new entrants, small-size contracts
act as their gate pass to derivatives market,
while for the experienced and professional
traders, they act as additional tool for riskmitigation.
A small trader, for instance, on an average
receives two-five tonnes chana from a local
farmer every day during the harvest season.
Generally, he does not sell such small
quantities immediately and keeps on piling
them in his godowns until the accumulated
quantum is not worth of a truck load. During

this period, he faces the risk of fall in value
of his chana inventories due to volatility in
chana prices and hence needs to hedge his
inventories to minimize the losses.

If the trader, for instance, accumulates 86
tonnes of chana, with a standardised
contract size in chana futures (10 MT), he
can hedge only 80 tonnes, which leaves the
risk exposure for six tonnes of chana
uncovered.   Small-size chana contract with
lot size of 2MT, however, helps him hedge
six tonnes of chana on the exchange by
trading in three short positions.
Some traders that intend to take delivery
eventually, but don’t have enough capital to
fulfil margin requirement immediately, can
use small-size contracts to build a position
that they later can roll into a full-size
contract to take delivery.
Small-size chana contracts on NCDEX are
aligned to full-size contracts such that they
expire on the first day of the staggered
delivery period for the full-size contract, i.e.,
on the 11th day of the expiry month of the
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full-size contract and are settled at the DSP
of the full-size (10 MT) contract. This kind of
settlement arrangement eliminates the
possibility of 2MT chana futures price
deviating away from 10 MT chana futures
prices due to rigging. Moreover, this
settlement arrangement is of special
significance as delivery in small-size chana
contracts takes place through intention
matching, which does not have provision to
correct or curb the distortions that arise
when the market gets squeezed on either
side.   
Nonetheless, intention matching mode of
delivery for small-size chana futures
provides the flexibility of executing delivery
as and when the counterparties to the trade
feel the need to do so and in turn, reduces
threat of deliveries.
At present, small-size agricultural futures
contracts are available in chana, castor seed,
guar seed and guar gum on NCDEX platform.
Among these, commodities like chana,
castor seed and guar seed do not attract
any transaction tax (CTT), alike in case of
full-size contracts, one ends up saving on
transaction
expenses
including
tax
overheads while trading in small-size chana
futures.
Small-size contracts have potential to
attract liquidity. They offer flexibility and
more risk control when the market is erratic,
as they provide more options while entering
or exiting positions. For example, when one
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trades in multiple small-size contracts
simultaneously, and prices move in his
favour, he can choose to take profits on one
or two small-size contracts, while letting the
rest of his positions ride the move, unlike in
case of full-size contracts, where he needs
to decide the appropriate time to exit his
entire position, thus, foregoing an
opportunity to maximise his gains.  
With small and standard size futures
contract in commodity having identical
quality specifications available on a singletrading platform, day-traders can cash in
arbitrage opportunities.

Chana Futures: A Technical Analysis Perspective
and a USD/INR Outlook’
T. Gnanasekar
As mentioned in the previous update,
Technical analysis is the evaluation of
commodities by means of studying statistics
generated by market activity, such as past
prices and volume. Technical analysts do
not attempt to measure a commodity’s
intrinsic value but instead use charts to
identify patterns and trends that may
suggest what a commodity will do in the
future.
In the world of financial market analysis,
fundamental and technical analysis is on
completely opposite sides of the spectrum.
Demand, supply and weather are all
important characteristics to fundamental
analysts, whereas technical analysts could
not care less about these numbers. Which
strategy works best is always debated, and
many volumes of textbooks have been
written on both of these methods.

Small-size futures have potential to enhance
commodity derivatives’ appeal as a portfolio
diversifier. Pick-up in the trading of smallsize commodity contracts can help alter the
perception of commodity futures from
gambling products to hedging instrument
and this, in turn, can facilitate increasing the
depth of commodity derivatives market.  
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prices and volume. Technical analysts do
not attempt to measure a commodity’s
intrinsic value, but instead use charts and
other tools to identify patterns that can
suggest future activity.
Just as there are many investment styles on
the fundamental side, there are also many
different types of technical traders. Some
rely on chart patterns; others use technical
indicators and oscillators, and most use
some combination of the two. In any case,
technical analysts' exclusive use of historical
price and volume data is what separates
them from their fundamental counterparts.
The field of technical analysis is based on
three assumptions:
1. The market discounts everything.
2. Price moves in trends.

What Is Technical Analysis?

3. History tends to repeat itself.

Technical analysis is a method of evaluating
commodities by analyzing the statistics
generated by market activity, such as past

We will endeavour to forecast the most
probable direction for prices based on
technical analysis both in Chana futures and
USDINR Spot in this update.
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BENCHMARK NCDEX CHANA FUTRES PRICE OUTLOOK

been released so far endorses optimism
about the U.S. economy.
Recent U.S. data has remained strong,
especially labour market indicators,
suggesting that the unemployment rate is
coming closer to the Federal Reserve's
comfort zone. That would be likely to bolster
views that the U.S. Federal Reserve is on
course to raise interest rates next year due
to a steadily recovering economy, boosting

the dollar.
As for the local currency, it is starting to look
overvalued against a basket of 36 currencies
on a trade-weighted basis, suggesting that
the rupee should ideally weaken in order to
maintain export competitiveness.  However,
given that India is one of the few economies
growing at 5.5% to 6%, this will help
investors overlook some of the structural
issues.

The table below indicates how much depreciation has happened so far in other currencies
and where we stand.

In our earlier update, we anticipated prices to find strong resistance in the
3245-3300 zone and subsequently retrace lower towards 3050-3,100 levels.
Prices moved exactly as per expectation.
Any declines to 3,000-3050 should hold supports well in the coming sessions.
Markets are showing inclination to test the next resistance at 3,400 levels. The
current price move could develop into a stronger one and a push higher n
towards 3,600 levels or even higher towards an important price target at 3760.
This happens to be a confluence point. It is a fibonnaci retracement point, a
rising trend line resistance point from where prices could subsequently retrace
lower towards 3,400 levels.
RISK: This view could go wrong and we will be forced to change our view if prices
close below 2975.
Conclusion: While 3150-200 holds any attempts to decline, we can expect prices to
test initial resistances at 3,420 followed by 3,600 levels or even higher to 3,750 in the
coming months.

OUTLOOK ON USDINR
The dollar has been on a roll on expectations
that interest rates could be hiked soonerthan-expected. Add to this is a weaker euro
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zone and the prospects of a cut in interest
rates there, further fuelling the appetite for
the dollar in 2015. Economic data that has
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Currency /
Commodity
Brent Crude

Rate as on 16th June
2014

Rate as on 23rd Dec.
2014

%
change

115.70

60.00

48.10%

6.22

6.20

-0.32%

32.35

32.95

-1.85%

11,920.00

12,445.00

-4.40%

60.11

63.45

-5.55%

1.25

1.32

-6.01%

10.74

11.56

-7.63%

3.22

3.49

-8.39%

Korean Won

1,016.00

1,103.00

-8.56%

Brazilian real

2.22

2.66

-19.71%

Japanese yen

101.95

120.00

-17.70%

34.50

55.00

-59.42%

Chinese Yuan
Thai Baht
Indonesian Rupiah
Indian Rupee
Singapore Dollar
South African Rand
Malaysian Ringgit

Russian Rouble
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In the above table, we have taken the price
of Brent crude as a benchmark and its effect
on global currencies.  The price of Brent on
16th of June was a top and from there it has
seen a sharp fall as we all know. Currencies
that have depreciated within 5%, are in
some way been benefited by the fall in
crude prices. The rest have been severely
affected by falling crude prices.
So, the key for future direction completely
hinges on where Crude is headed in 2015.
The fundamentals in crude are not that bad

as being portrayed, and the fall is more
political in nature. The largest producer
Saudi Arabia has managed to convince
OPEC producers not to cut oil output even if
prices decline further from current lows.
Therefore, while the situation in crude
remains weak, the depreciation could
continue, but in a limited way, as India also
benefits from fall in crude prices.   A potential
move to 65.50-66 looks likely in the Dollar/
Rupee pair in the coming months. Supports
are at 62.95 followed by 62.45 now.

THE INDIAN RUPEE

Only an unexpected fall below 62.20 could
change our bullish expectations and such a
fall could take it lower towards 60.80 levels.  

Favoured view expects further depreciation
ahead to catch up with global currencies.

- Gnanasekar Thiagarajan
He can be reached at gnanasekar.t@gmail.com
(The author is Director of Commtrendz Research and the views expressed in this column are his own
and the author is not liable for any loss or damage, including without limitations, any profit or loss
which may arise directly or indirectly from the use of above information.)
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